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Dale Smith Thomas’s reputation as a top-rated speaker is built on her ability to 

connect at a personal level with audiences around the world to explore life changing 

principles with transparency, honesty, humor and warmth. She knows how to stir 

passion, inspire action and move people through her ideas with an engaging style.

A self-described unapologetic optimist she takes  
 her audiences on a journey that leaves them 

challenged and equipped to take their lives to the 
next level. 

Regardless of the size of the event, Dale spends 
as much time with the audience as she does on the 
stage. She is a true Southerner who greets everyone 
with a smile and her “I’ve known you all my life” 
type personality. Audiences instantly realize 
that speaking is not just Dale’s career, it is 
her life’s calling to make a lasting difference 
in every event. 

From her rural upbringing in North 
Mississippi to stages around the world, 
Dale has been sharing her empowering 
and enlightening messages for over 25 
years. Her client list reads like a who’s 
who and range from healthcare, sales, 
associations, and corporations. She 
is the author of 2 books, has been 
featured on many national radio 
and television shows including 
The Dr. Phil Show and The Big 
Idea, and she is the President of 
Winners By Choice, Inc. But, her 
passion and her life are dedicated 
to sharing the message that has 
transformed her life. She says her 
greatest achievement was one 
of the letters received from 

an audience member that stated, “Your name should 
read, Dale Smith Thomas, PhD, The Hope Doctor.”  
As the “Hope Doctor” one of her main core messages 
is teaching others how to be Hope Dealers and her 

definition of hope, Helping Other 
People Excel, is stamped on 

every page of her life. 

If you are looking for 
a speaker to empower, 

educate, inspire, 
challenge and 

entertain your 
audience, look no 

further than 
Dale Smith 

Thomas. 
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Dale Smith Thomas has been speaking around the world for the past 25 years 

sharing a message of empowerment. Here are just a few of her speaking clients, 

referrals and media appearances.  Her client list includes well over a 100 hospitals 

and healthcare groups, as well as sales groups, associations and many more. 

Acadia HealthCare

AHRMM 

Allstate

Amway

American Association of Endodontists

AMSURG – repeat engagements 

Anthony International 

Asia Life Pacific Conferece

Atlanta Apartment Association 

Catholic Health Initiatives 
Lakewood Health

Community Health Systems 
(over 60 hospital programs)

Hospital Corporation of America 
( HCA)- multiple engagements

HealthTrust Purchasing Group Annual 
Conference – repeat engagements

Hilton 

Kaiser Permanente

KSB Hospital 

Lifepoint Health Systems 

Matrix Residential 

McDonald’s

Million Dollar Round Table

Miss Universe Organization 

Mississippi State University 

North Mississippi Medical Center 
Managed Care Conference

NorthWestern Mutual 

Methodist Richardson Medical Center

Ohio Valley Health Services 
(repeat Engagements)

Panama City Chamber of Commerce

Penrose Healthcare

Resort and Commercial 
Recreation Association  

Sanofi-Aventis

Sprint

St. Joseph Medical Center

Tennessee Apartment Association 

Traveling Vineyard
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“The words Inspirational and Motivational were created to describe 
Dale Smith Thomas. Her fire and spunk created a movement within our company that is 
unbelievably positive and fits perfectly with our mission statement “Be Exceptional”. Dale’s 
magnetic personality is like no other and our team left with tools that will take them to the 
next level both personally and professionally. I have never seen a presenter send a message 
that is so deeply received, put into action, and created such a lasting impression. Her message 
has no boundaries and can span any industry from real estate to healthcare and beyond.” 

Lise Rozier
Training Director, Matrix Residential

“If you’re looking for a speaker to make your attendees laugh, cry and 
take action, Dale Smith Thomas is your woman! Dale really took the time to get to know our 
conference attendees, spent time with them before and after her keynote to make sure her 
content was personalized to our needs. She has continued to share her incredible gift with us 
beyond the weekend. Her message has continued to ring through our field and we’re no longer 
stressed – we’re blessed! If you’re a meeting planner — you’ll never deal with easier talent. 
Dale and her team made the whole process a breeze from start to finish. I can’t recommend 

Dale’s personality, message and professionalism enough!”
Kate Franklin

Director of Wine Guide Success and Happiness
Traveling Vineyard / Direct Sales 

“Dale delivered an exceptional learning 
experience for our HCA leaders, full of energy, insight and 
loads of a-ha’s. Inspiring us with her motivational brilliance, 

our leaders walked away with a new outlook on the choices 
they make and the words they use to shift their leadership styles 

and transform the organizational culture. We will certainly invite 
Dale back to ignite passion across our healthcare system.”

Katrina Greene
Director, Leadership & Organizational Development

HCA MidAmerica Division
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“If you are looking for a speaker that can reach anyone in the room, you 
need to get Dale Smith Thomas! We had her speak at our association’s general membership 
meeting and had the biggest turnout ever. She had people laughing, listening and thinking — 
they were leaving and still talking about her lessons. Dale, you truly are an inspiration!”

Scott Meert
Director of Communications & Marketing

Greater Nashville Apartment Association, Inc. 
Tennessee Apartment Association, Inc

“Thank you so much for doing a great job, you were the hit of the entire 
day. We have had so many positive comments about your keynote.”

 Lance Allison
President / CEO Panama City Beach, Chamber of Commerce

“Dale Smith Thomas was a huge hit at the 2019 Katherine Shaw 
Bethea Hospital annual employee meetings. KSB employees were inspired and engaged 

throughout her entire keynote. Dale’s message provided practical advice as well 
as important life lessons that our attendees could apply immediately to their 

lives and it was delivered with warmth and humor. It is easy to see that 
Dale genuinely cares for people because after her keynote, she quickly 

went to the back of the room to give hugs, shake hands, autograph books 
and connect with every individual that wanted to speak with her.

Our employees left feeling uplifted and energized. And we 
had so many positive comments. “This is the best speaker 
we have ever had for an employee meeting.” “Dale Smith 

Thomas was amazing! Such a powerful message!!” 
Nancy L. Varga

KSB Hospital
Director of Community Wellness, Marketing & Public Relations

https://www.winnersbychoice.com

